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This picture shows cinema goodies and leaflets at the Ministry of education and
culture.

Dimitri Logothetis, producer of “Jiu Jitsu” a multi-million-dollar sci-fi martial arts
movie, speaks during an interview with AFP in the village of Mammari.

A partial view shows the set during the filming of the multi-million-dollar sci-fi
martial arts movie “Jiu Jitsu” in the village of Mammari.

Watch out Hollywood and Bollywood, the eastern
Mediterranean island of Cyprus that has built a
reputation as a tourist magnet thanks to its

pristine beaches wants a piece of the action: enter
“Olivewood” and Nicolas Cage. The American actor is
starring in a multimillion dollar sci-fi martial arts movie

being filmed in its entirety on the island thanks to a gov-
ernment initiative giving filmmakers cash rebates, tax
breaks and other benefits.

Cage’s action packer “Jiu Jitsu” is, along with adven-
ture flick “S.O.S: Survive or Sacrifice” featuring US actor
William Baldwin, the first foreign film to take advantage
of the incentive plan dubbed “Olivewood”. The scheme
was launched by the government, which tasked Invest
Cyprus to implement it in cooperation with the tourism
and finance ministries, in a bid to attract foreign invest-
ment to the European Union member.

“Cyprus is considered by a lot of people as a studio, a
physical, natural (film) studio,” says Invest Cyprus chair-
man Michalis Michael. The island offers deep blue seas

and is endowed with white sandy beaches, rolling hills
planted with olive trees, archeological sites and tradition-
al mountain resorts-plus year-long sunny skies. Academy
Award winner Cage, who got the 1996 Oscar for best
actor in “Leaving Las Vegas”, told reporters in Cyprus
that the island “has been a good spirit for me”. He spoke

of “the luxury” of visiting Mount Olympus, the highest
point in Cyprus, and feasting on a “traditional Greek
lunch with a clay pot cooked lamb, it was absolutely
divine, the yoghurt was great”.

‘Lack of infrastructure’ 
Last year, Cyprus hosted its first ever promotional film

conference, attended by dozens of delegates from the
foreign film industry. Authorities also unveiled
“Olivewood”, offering foreign and Cypriot producers tax
credits and cash rebates of up to 35 percent of money
spent on filming in the island, as well as tax discounts on
equipment and infrastructure. A dedicated website, Film
in Cyprus, was also set up by the Cyprus Investment

Promotion Agency to showcase the island.
“Jiu Jitsu” producer Dimitri Logothetis and Martins

Rozitis, who heads the production company for “S.O.S:
Survive or Sacrifice”, were won over, but both agree that
the “lack of infrastructure” remains a problem. “Definitely
we suffer from a lack of equipment and studios,” Rozitis
told AFP, on the set of his movie at the Moni fishing shel-
ter, near the southern port of Limassol.

“But still there are very good enthusiastic people here
and companies who are starting to provide rentals of stu-
dio, cars, equipment,” he added. Logothetis, a Greek-
American who also directs “Jiu Jitsu”, said he had to
bring in the equipment needed to shoot the movie. “They
(Cyprus) don’t have the infrastructure yet but we brought
that in. We create our own studio wherever we show up,”
he said, on the set of the movie in the village of Mammari
near the capital, Nicosia.

The village is located near the green line that has
divided Cyprus along ethnic lines since 1974, when
Turkish troops invaded and occupied its northern third in
response to a coup sponsored by the military junta then
ruling Greece.

‘Difficult to pull off in Hollywood’ 
Logothetis has high hopes for Cyprus developing into

a low-cost destination for filmmakers, like Bulgaria and
Romania. “You know Bulgaria had nothing, and it’s got a
huge studio now, Romania had nothing and now it’s got a
huge studio and a lot of infrastructures,” he said. The
filmmaker said Hollywood had become too costly for
filmmakers with limited budgets, so he had canvassed
several European countries that offer financial benefits
before settling on Cyprus. And he is already thinking of
filming a second movie next year in Cyprus.

“The government’s already approved a movie that I’ve
got called ‘Men of War’, which was written by Gary Scott
Thompson who wrote the ‘Fast and Furious’ (franchise)...
So I’m thinking about bringing that in February.” “It’d be
very difficult to pull off an action film like this in
Hollywood, it just wouldn’t be enough money,”
Logothetis said of “Jiu Jitsu”, which has a budget of 24
million euros ($27 million).  

‘Film school needed’ 
Invest Cyprus has an annual budget of 25 million

euros and hopes it will be enough to attract 70 million
euros’ worth of investments from foreign film production
houses, as well as create dozens of jobs on the island.
Around 65 percent of the team working on “Jiu Jitsu” are
Cypriots. But experts and industry folk agree that a lot

more has to be done to build a solid film industry on the
island. “We need a film school... A studio will help big
productions but also small productions to put the cost
down,” said Longinos Panagi, who sits on the board of
the Cyprus guild of directors.

Cyprus filmmaker Marios Piperides, who won the
Tribeca Film Festival’s Best International Narrative
Feature in 2018 for his debut movie “Smuggling Hendrix”,
is more upbeat. He hopes that “Olivewood” will help
stimulate the industry, encourage more filmmakers to
take the plunge and push more Cypriots to go to the
movies. — AFP

Crew members pose with the light during the filming of the multi-million-dollar sci-fi martial arts movie “Jiu Jitsu” in the vil-
lage of Mammari.

Yam was stabbed by a man wielding a fruit knife on
Saturday during a promotional event in southern
Guangdong province. — AFP

Cypriot cultural Officer for the Cinema Section of the Ministry
of education and culture Diomides Nikita gives an interview
in his office in Nicosia. — AFP photos

Hong Kong film star Simon Yam is recovering in hos-
pital after being stabbed in the stomach while on
stage for a promotional event in southern China,

state media said yesterday. Yam, 64, is currently in an
intensive care unit in Hong Kong after undergoing surgery
and “remains in critical condition”, said state-run Global
Times. The veteran actor was stabbed by a man wielding a
fruit knife on Saturday during a promotional event in
Zhongshan, southern Guangdong province.  The attacker
ran onto the stage and stabbed and slashed at Yam while
he was on stage, video broadcast on local media showed.

The suspect-a 53-year-old surnamed Chen-suffers
from schizophrenia, they added, citing a mental health
assessment conducted after he was taken into police cus-
tody. Yam has cancelled all work appointments following
the knife attack, according to the state-run China Daily.
“We are extremely shocked by this incident,” Yam’s man-
agement company said in a Weibo statement on Saturday.
The Hong Kong actor has over 200 film and TV credits to
his name, according to IMDB, including an appearance as
a crime lord in the 2003 adventure movie “Lara Croft
Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life”.—AFP

Even as Disney confirmed Sunday that “Avengers:
Endgame” had become the top-grossing movie ever,
film historians noted that “Gone With the Wind” still

has a strong case for being the most successful film of all
time. The $402 million taken in by “Gone with the Wind”
after its 1939 release places it in a paltry 285th position in
raw dollar terms. But that ignores the huge role of price
inflation over time.

The epic historic romance, set during and after the US
Civil War, sold the enormous 215 million tickets in the
United States, far and away the record in that category,
according to the Internet Movie Database. It’s box office
was boosted by seven national releases between 1939 and
1974. “Gone with the Wind” would have sold $1.958 billion
worth of tickets today in the US market alone, based on
what the National Association of Theatre Owners says
was an average US ticket price in 2018 of $9.11. 

Worldwide, and with inflation taken into account,
the film would have taken in a stunning $3.44 billion,
the Guinness Book of World Records has estimated.
That compares to $2.7902 bi l l ion for “Avengers:
Endgame,” which this weekend just squeaked past the
“Avatar” total of $2.7897. Consider also that the US
population in 1939 was a mere 130 million, roughly 200
million less than today.

A recasting of history 
For some, however, the success of the epic film-it runs

three hours and 58 minutes-is troubling.  With a story line
based on the novel by Margaret Mitchell, some historians
see it as one of the most ambitious and successful exam-
ples of Southern revisionism.  Immediately after the Civil
War (1861-1865), there was a broad push in the US South
to cast the formerly slave-holding region in a softer light.
Those purveying the so-called “Lost Cause” ideology
insisted that the Southern states had fought not to pre-
serve slavery, but because the North was infringing on
their political independence.

Yet in their declarations of secession from the Union,
the Southern states were clear about their primary motive:
the Northern states’ refusal to extradite escaped slaves
and their “increasing hostility... to the institution of slav-
ery,” as South Carolina’s declaration stated.  “Slavery is
not even a critical issue in the movie,” said Kathryn
Stockett, author of “The Help,” about black maids in the
South in the early 1960s.

“You have these African-Americans that are working
for these white families, and it’s as if it’s just their job...
something they chose to do,” Stockett says in the docu-
mentary “Old South, New South.”  For Randy Sparks, a
Tulane University history professor, “Gone With the
Wind” exemplifies the way Southerners were able to
impose their version of events.

“There aren’t many cases in history,” Sparks said,
“where the losers write the history.” It was thanks to
“Gone With the Wind” that in 1940 Hattie McDaniel, who
plays Scarlett O’Hara’s faithful slave “Mammy,” won the
first Oscar awarded to a black actress. 

But racial segregation was still deeply rooted in
Hollywood, as in many parts of American society, and on
Oscar night McDaniel had to sit at a small table in the rear
of the famed Cocoanut Grove nightclub in the Ambassador
Hotel, far from the film’s big stars, Vivian Leigh and Clark
Gable. Producer David O. Selznick had to intervene per-
sonally to secure her a room in the Ambassador, which
refused to admit black customers until 1959. — AFP‘Gone with the Wind’ showing on Dec 31, 1939 in New

York’s Times Square. — AFP

Vakarchuk: The rock
star shaking up
Ukrainian politics

As if a comedian-turned-president wasn’t enough,
Ukraine now has a rock star as a potential political
kingmaker. Svyatoslav Vakarchuk, the 44-year-old

lead singer of rock band Okean Elzy, is set to enter
Ukraine’s parliament after exit polls showed his newly
created Golos (Voice) party taking six percent in
Sunday’s parliamentary vote. Volodymyr Zelensky, the
sitcom star who shocked his nation by winning the presi-
dency in April, immediately said he was ready to start
talks with Vakarchuk on forming a government coalition. 

The rocker packed his party’s election list with young
professionals, many of them Western-educated, and
banned current and former lawmakers from entering the
party. “People voted for changes and we are happy to be
part of these changes,” Vakarchuk told cheering support-
ers at Golos party headquarters after the exit polls were
released. “We are ready to take responsibility.” The
singer did not stop performing during the campaign,
making concert gigs an essential part of party tours
across the country.  And while he only set up Golos two
months before the vote, Vakarchuk has long eyed a
career in politics.

The singer was a supporter of Kiev’s pro-Western
Orange Revolution in 2004 and joined the bloc of then-
president Viktor Yushchenko. He won a seat in parliament
in 2007, but was quickly disillusioned with politics and
gave up his seat after barely a year.  In 2014 he passion-
ately supported the Maidan revolution that eventually
ousted a pro-Moscow leader, with one of his concerts in
support of the protesters attended by more than
100,000 of people. He has said that he wants Ukraine to
join the European Union and NATO.  Vakarchuk was
born in the town of Mukachevo close to the Hungarian
border.  He followed in the footsteps of his father, a for-
mer education minister, and trained as a physicist in Lviv
close to the Polish border. While pursuing an impressive
music career during which he produced nine albums,
Vakarchuk also studied for a doctorate in physics. In
2015, he took part in an international fellowship program
at Yale University and in 2018 he joined Stanford
University as a visiting scholar.—AFP


